PLANNING COMMISSION
MEETING MINUTES
January 26, 2016
City Hall Council Chambers
1327 Foothill Boulevard
I.

CALL TO ORDER Chairman McConnell called the meeting to order at 6:04 p.m.

II.

ROLL: Also present were Vice Chairman Smith and Commissioners Jain and
Hazen. Commissioner Gunter was absent.

III.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE The Flag Salute was recited.

IV.

COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC: At this time, members of the audience may
address the Commission regarding matters that are not on the agenda or
matters that are on the Consent Calendar. There were none.

V.

REORDERING OF THE AGENDA Chairman McConnell recommended
reordering item VIII B. to the end of the agenda. M/S/C – McConnell/Jain.
Approved 4-0.

VI.

CONSENT CALENDAR
A.

Minutes: November 30, 2015 Special Meeting – M/S/C – Smith/Hazen to
approve the minutes of November 30, 2015 Special Meeting. Approved 30-1. Commissioner Jain abstained as he was not present.

B.

Resolution 16-03; approving Conditional Use Permit 514/Setback
Modification 15-05/Categorical Exemption for an existing lighted sports
court and associated over-height fencing with the required rear yard
setback at 330 Georgian Road. M/S/C – McConnell/Hazen. Approved 4-0.

C.

Resolution 16-04; approving Setback Modification 15-06/Categorical
Exemption for a freestanding wall in excess of 6 feet in height within the
required south side yard setback at 342 Georgian Road. M/S/C –
McConnell/Hazen. Approved 4-0 with condition requiring the removal of
the light to the base and a flush finish.
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VII.

CONTINUED PUBLIC HEARINGS
A. Lot Line Adjustment 15-01/Variance 15-08/Categorical Exemption;
Virginia S. Cree Trust; 951 Vista Del Valle and 5223 Angeles Crest
Hwy.: request for a Lot Line Adjustment between two existing parcels in the
R-1-15,000 Zone. A Variance is also required since the size of both parcels
would remain below the 15,000 sq. ft. minimum for the zone; one parcel would
increase in size from 6,187 sq. ft. to 7,557 sq. ft. and one parcel would
decrease in size from 14,092 sq. ft. to 12,722 sq. ft. The Variance would also
allow an existing carport structure to encroach into the side setbacks of the
property at 5223 Angeles Crest Hwy and an existing pergola to encroach into
the rear setback of the property at 951 Vista Del Valle. Staff is recommending
approval of a Categorical Exemption for this project. (Consulting Planner
Cantrell).
No staff report was given.
Vice Chairman Smith asked for clarification about the fence that is being
referenced for approval.
The Public Hearing was opened for public comment.
Applicant Charles Cree asked to change the lot line. He said that he was not
sure how much this will change anything. He stated that he would like to see
where this goes.
The Public Hearing was closed.
Vice Chairman Smith said that he liked the clean-up of the plans. He is
concerned over the letter received about the fence. He does not understand
the issue.
Commissioner Jain said that he feels that concerns of the Commission have
been addressed and that he supports the project.
Commissioner Hazen said that he visited the site and does not see any merit to
the opposition letter received. He supports the findings and the project.
Chairman McConnell asked staff if the access easement has been recorded.
Planning Consultant Roger Cantrell indicated that he did not believe the
easement was recorded.
Deputy City Attorney Guerra said that the recording of the easement cannot be
included in the general conditions. He indicated that the easement could be
relocated.
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M/S/C – Jain/Smith to approve the project. Approved 4-0.
B. Second Floor Review 15-24/Categorical Exemption; Liau; 5465 La
Forest Drive: request to allow 1st and 2nd-floor additions to an existing singlestory residence. Staff is recommending approval of a Categorical Exemption
for this project. (Consulting Planner Cantrell).
Deputy Community Development Director, Susan Koleda, requested that the
matter be continued to a date uncertain as there is an error in the slope
calculations provided to staff. Continuing the item would allow staff time to
address distance and contour issues.
Commissioner Jain asked if additional time would be given to accommodate the
staff request.
A hillside development permit will also be required.
Commissioner Jain stated that he originally designed the project and must
recuse himself.
The Public Hearing was opened for public comment.
Applicant, Mr. Liau, stated that the plans contain a slope of 14% as indicated
by a licensed surveyor.
Chairman McConnell said that he noticed the slope percentage and meant to
contact staff prior to the meeting.
M/S/C – McConnell/Smith to continue the item to a date uncertain. Approved
3-0-1. Commissioner Jain abstained.
C. Second-floor Review 15-23/Categorical Exemption; Synergy
Architecture; 940 De Linda Lane: request to allow a new two-story
house comprising 5,330 sq. ft. Staff is recommending approval of a
Categorical Exemption for the project. (Assistant Planner Parinas)
Assistant Planner, Jo-Anne Parinas, gave a staff report. She said that the
project was continued from the Planning Commission meeting of November 10,
2015. There was no Commissioner consensus at that meeting regarding
whether the proposed project massing was incompatible with the surrounding
neighborhood. There were concerns that the front entry was too high.
One of the changes that is proposed is a notch that has been made at the west
side of the subject property and the first and second floor was slightly reduced
to accommodate a five foot pop-out at the east side of the property. This
helped with modulation along the east side. The proposed setbacks are in
compliance. The front setback was increased.
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According to a licensed arborist, the existing Oak tree on the site is in imminent
danger of potentially falling because it is dying.
The proposed plans presented at the November 10th Planning Commission
meeting showed a building height of 33 feet. The existing grade was not
factored into the measurement. It has since been factored and the height has
been reduced to 32 feet which is allowed by code. The front entry has been
reduced to a single story element and modulation has increased along the
front. The proposed changes have helped with modulation along the east side.
The only change at the west elevation is that a notch was created in order to
accommodate the square footage on the first floor and the reduction in square
footage for floor area.
Ms. Parinas indicated that staff believes the notch at the roof is awkward and
contrived. She said that she did not suggest that it be removed as the
Commission has not expressed any issues with it in the past. She also stated
that a condition has been added pertaining to screening a proposed window at
the rear which faces a neighbor at the side. It is recommended that additional
screening be provided on the west side as well.
Photographs of Angeles Crest Highway and De Linda Lane were provided.
The story poles have not changed with the new unobtrusive nature of the new
plan which has less massing.
Ms. Parinas clarified that Commissioner Gunter requested that the floor area
and volume space be reviewed. After staff review, it has been determined that
the volume space is exempt from total floor area calculations because it is less
than 5% of the total floor area of the house.
Chairman McConnell asked if there was a smoking patio. He asked staff if
there is a covering or trellis.
Ms. Parinas indicated, “Yes, there is a trellis.” It does not count towards floor
area because it is exempt under the Zoning Code as it is at least 50% open.
Ms. Parinas also informed the Commission that an Oak tree permit was issued
on January 11th to deal with the issue of the imminent danger of the tree falling
as it is dying.
The applicant spoke and said that he met with Ms. Parinas and Director Stanley
in order to come up with solutions for the tree. The tree was found to be in
remission. A fifteen-day appeal period needs to elapse before the tree can be
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removed. He indicated that the west side balcony with trellis and no openings
could make the roof line look odd. The balcony faces the street and would not
impact neighbors or pose any privacy issues.
Vice Chairman Smith asked the applicant about trimming it in the meantime
under the direction of an arborist.
The applicant said that sap and bark are falling from the tree and that the tree
could fall, especially with El Niño he believes is should be removed. He said
that trimming the tree could reduce the risk of it falling, but believes it is better
to remove it to prevent a dangerous situation from occurring.
Vice Chairman Smith asked Ms. Parinas if in fact a tree removal permit had
been issued.
Ms. Parinas indicated, “Yes.”
Commissioner Hazen said that he could support the project as is. He feels the
revisions that have been made are tasteful and that the screening is good.
Vice Chairman Smith said that he visited the site and viewed the back yard. He
appreciates the design changes that have been made, but takes staff’s
feedback about notching. He believes the size is too massive. He feels that the
neighbor at the rear could have an issue with the building mass imposing on
his/her lot. While the proposed design might fit within the site envelope, it is
not necessarily good for the neighborhood or the adjacent neighbor. He said
that he felt he could not make the findings because of this.
Commissioner Jain visited the site and viewed the south and east side. The
east side is too close to the property line. He believes that reducing the entry
height is good. He is concerned with massing on the south and east. He said
that he hopes that a proper landscaping plan could mitigate the massing. He is
fine with the arch design. He said that he can support the project.
Chairman McConnell said that he visited the site and looked at the house from
the site. He feels that it is in reason. He does not believe it is out of character
with the rest of the neighborhood. He said that he is happy about the entry
height reduction. He is fine with the floor area requirements and can make the
findings.
M/S/C – Jain/Hazen to approve the project.
Smith voted no.
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VIII. PUBLIC HEARINGS
A. Conditional Use Permit 416 (amendment); Schaefer Funds, LLC;
2384/2388 Foothill Boulevard: request for an amendment to remove
Condition#14 to allow the walled enclosure to be retained. The Conditional Use
Permit 416 allowed a temporary soil contamination and remediation facility.
(Assistant Planner Parinas)
No staff report was required to be given.
Vice Chairman Smith asked staff if they can regulate what can be stored and
if further review of this can be made.
Ms. Parinas said that she was not aware of any conditions, but that perhaps
the applicant can provide any relevant information.
Vice Chairman Smith asked if further review of how the storage can be
utilized could be made.
Chairman McConnell asked if the facilities are going to be removed and if the
piping will remain.
Deputy City Attorney Guerra recommended that Condition #14 remain, but
that the portion of the condition that requires the wall to be removed, be
deleted.
Vice Chairman Smith asked if there are any approvals required for outdoor
storage or for any materials being stored on the property, such as hazardous
materials.
Commissioner Jain asked about the lot line.
Ms. Parinas indicated that a Lot Line Adjustment has been issued. All setback
and height concerns have been remedied.
Commissioner Jain asked if the proposed wall will be close to the lot line.
Ms. Parinas indicated that the existing setback is more than what is required
and within the maximum height allowed.
Commissioner Hazen asked about how the pipes would be removed.
Ms. Parinas said that the applicant’s representative can address any
questions.
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Chairman McConnell asked if it does not count for floor area because there is
no roof. He is concerned with additional parking.
Ms. Parinas answered that additional parking would be required if a roof is
constructed.
The applicant spoke and said that he’d like to use the storage for prepackaged food. The applicant will remove all of the pipes. He will get
approval from the Design Commission regarding changes to the wall
enclosure. He plans on filling in the wall to put a man door and constructing a
roof.
Vice Chairman Smith asked that all pipes be capped.
Commissioner Hazen asked how the pipes would be cut off and what they
would be filled with.
The Environmental Consultant said that the pipes would be filled with grout.
Deputy City Attorney Guerra said that under the CPD zone, storage as a
primary use is not permitted even with a CUP. It would be allowed as an
accessory use for only one year for temporary construction storage.
Chairman McConnell asked for clarification as to whether it could be used for
storage or not.
Deputy Director, Koleda, said that outdoor storage is typically not allowed.
Chairman McConnell asked if the proposed use is considered a part of the
primary use. He used restaurants as an example; some restaurants have
storage areas for supplies. He stated that storage as a primary use would be
something similar to a U-Haul storage facility. A storage facility is different
from a storage area for the store’s own inventory.
Deputy City Attorney, Guerra, responded that it could be interpreted that
way.
Commissioner Jain stated that if there is a roof, it will be considered floor
area and would trigger additional parking requirements.
Vice Chairman Smith indicated that he does not want any unintended
consequences.
Deputy City Attorney, Guerra, said that he recommends the item be
continued so that staff could explore the issues further.
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M/S/C – McConnell/Hazen to continue the item to the February 23, 2016
Planning Commission meeting. Approved. 4-0.
B. Hillside
Development
Permit
12-27
(amendment)/Setback
Modification 13-02 (amendment); Pereira/Hall; 3841 Keswick Road:
request for an amendment to a previously approved Hillside Development
Permit and Setback Modification to allow an expanded garage to encroach into
the required front setback. A variable setback ranging from 17’-3” to 19’-10”
is proposed, less than the 20-foot minimum front setback allowed with
Hillside review. Staff is recommending approval of a Categorical Exemption
for this project. (Planner Gjolme).
Planner, Chris Gjolme, gave a staff report. He explained that the project has
been before the Planning Commission twice before. In 2013, the Commission
approved a 2,200 square foot split-level addition to an existing residence on a
hillside property. The item returned in 2015 for an amendment to extend the
project’s approval for an additional twelve months and to revise and redesign
the roof and front porch. It was approved by the Commission at that time.
Before the Planning Commission this evening is a second amendment which
involves changes to an approved garage at the front of the house.
Construction of a three-car garage has commenced and during the
construction, the applicant brought to staff’s attention that the garage’s
functional depth is only 19 feet. Therefore, the applicant requests that the
garage be extended forward to create the required 20-foot depth. A setback
modification must also be looked at again since the garage extension impacts
the front setback.
The proposed project is situated within a tight intimate street setting. There
are existing garages on other properties that maintain substantial front
setbacks and therefore, the request will not interrupt the prevailing character
of the neighborhood. The functionality and aesthetic appeal of the request is
in keeping with the distinct character of the neighborhood. A variance for
garage depth would need to be obtained if the Commission chose to deny the
setback modification request.
Staff recommends approval of the amendment.
Vice Chairman Smith asked about the third bay and the request for code
relief.
Mr. Gjolme indicated that it was not a critical part of the request because the
two-car portion of the garage meets code. Forward alignment of the third
bay was sought for functional and aesthetic reasons.
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Vice Chairman Smith asked about the asymmetric roof pitch on the garage.
Commissioner Hazen asked about the garage dimensions.
Mr. Gjolme indicated that the third bay would align and would be in
compliance with code in terms of its size and depth.
Chairman McConnell asked if the spaces met the 20-foot requirement.
Staff indicated that it was just over 19 feet in depth. The applicant divulged
this. There are no other proposed changes in the field that are anticipated to
impact the size of the garage.
The Public Hearing was opened for public comment.
The applicant was not present.
A neighbor of the applicant, Nellie Hoffman, spoke. She said that she lives in
the right lower house from the applicant. She indicated that the main reason
the applicant requests additional square footage is because they have a large
family. She supports this accommodation for the family. She also believed
that other neighbors would be in support of the request as well.
Commissioner Jain said that he visited the site. He said that he feels a
compliant setback should be required for the third bay. He indicated that he
did not like the applicant’s approach to ask for forgiveness for the project.
Commissioner Hazen said that he supports the garage extension and
modification. He can support the findings for the third bay as well.
Vice Chairman Smith said that he is not opposed to a two-car garage, but
that he is opposed to a three-car garage as proposed. He said that he is
concerned about the asymmetrical roof and how the neighbor across the
street might view it. He did not agree with forward alignment of the third
bay.
Chairman McConnell said that he feels that it is hard to change the initial
direction. In an effort to move the project ahead with construction he said
that he, like Vice Chairman Smith, recommends approving extension of the
two-car garage, but not the third bay.
Mr. Gjolme provided clarifying language stipulating
requirement for the third bay should be required.
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M/S/C – Smith/McConnell to approve the project with the additional condition
that a 20 foot front setback must be provided for the third garage bay.
Approved 4-0.
C. Setback Modification 15-11 / Hillside Development Permit 15-28;
Hwang/Joo; 3943 Robin Hill Road: request to allow after-the-fact
approval of a carport conversion into a garage and expansion of said garage,
which would result in a 6-foot encroachment into the required south side yard
setback. Staff is recommending approval of a Categorical Exemption for this
project. (Planning Aide Yesayan).
Planning Aide, Gary Yesayan, gave a staff report. He explained that the
allowable floor area has been reduced. Expanding the garage will help
alleviate parking issues. The applicant is requesting to legalize additional
garage square footage, after-the-fact. The expansion has resulted in a 6-foot
encroachment into the required south side yard setback. Mr. Yesayan
indicated that hillside findings could be made. He said that the Applicant
previously submitted for hillside review, but that the permit has since expired.
He explained that the proposed garage expansion is supported by staff and
that he feels all of the findings can be made.
Commissioner Hazen asked if there would be adequate side setbacks with the
encroachment.
Mr. Yesayan said that a variance of five feet would need to be maintained.
The required setback is eleven feet and the remaining six feet is within the
request.
Chairman McConnell asked staff who the past hearing officer was.
Mr. Yesayan indicated that it was Der Sarkissian.
Commissioner Jain would like to question the applicant as to whether there
would be proper backup of cars as he is concerned the nearby wall could be
hit.
The applicant’s representative, Hwang Sun Kyung, is working on behalf of the
owner. She stated that the existing carports are being converted into a twocar garage. She also talked about the setbacks.
Chairman McConnell asked if the wall had been moved and if the width of the
driveway meets code requirements.
Mr. Yesayan indicated, “Yes.”
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The public hearing was closed to allow for public comment.
Commissioner Hazen said that he feels the request is valid and that he can
make findings out of necessity.
Vice Chair Smith said that he is in an awkward situation, but feels like it is the
best solution. He felt that the request would improve the utilization of the
property. He does not believe there would be any impact on the nearby
neighbor. He felt he could make all of the findings.
Commissioner Jain said that he agreed with the other Commissioners and
that the applicant’s request is the best remedy for the site. He said that he
could make the findings.
Chairman McConnell said that he agreed with the other Commissioners.
M/S/C – Jain/Smith to approve the project. Approved 4-0.
D. Lot Line Adjustment 15-03/Setback Modification 15-19/Floor Area
Review 16-01/Categorical Exemption; Geragos/Rothgeb/Weaver;
4239 & 4249 Oakwood Avenue: request to modify the common side
property line between two existing parcels in the R-1-20,000 Zone. A Setback
Modification is also required for an existing detached garage on the south lot,
the adjusted north side setback for which would be 2’-3” feet, below the 5-foot
requirement. The Setback Modification would also allow remodeling of the
garage’s roof and an addition at the rear of the garage to match the proposed
2’-3” north side setback. Floor Area Review is required since total project area
would be above the 4,500 sq. ft. review threshold for parcels less than 80 feet
in width. Staff is recommending approval of a Categorical Exemption for this
project. (Planner Gjolme).
Planner Gjolme gave a staff report. He said a lot line adjustment is being
processed on the southern Parcel 1. Initially, back in 2002, a detached garage
with a three-foot north side yard setback was approved by the Planning
Commission. After a recent survey it was discovered that the garage
encroaches onto the neighboring property. Both properties are located in the
R-1-20,000 Zone. A Lot Line Adjustment would move a portion of the north
side property line approximately four feet, resulting in a 2’ 3” foot setback for
the garage. Expansion of the garage to the rear, where the setback and
building line would be continued to the north, is also requested.
Mr. Gjolme said that the civil plan shows the exact delineation of the property
and the subject garage and indicates how the property line cuts through the
garage to the north and does not match up with a low wall and fence. This has
been a part of the property for a number of years and was misinterpreted as
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the property line when first brought before the Commission back in 2002.
He explained further that the existing house is being expanded. The first floor
addition is compliant and staff has approved the second floor addition. This
would result in a total square footage of more than 4,500 square feet. Staff
believes the site can accommodate the proposed square footage. He explained
that he does not anticipate any adverse effect from the garage expansion since
the lot is large and wide enough to accommodate the square footage that is
being proposed.
Staff looked at setbacks and believes that trimming a portion of the addition to
provide a five-foot side setback would provide some relief to the rear of the
garage. This is included as a potential condition of approval. It is isolated and
hidden from view.
There is a tall hedge that exists between the subject garage and the
neighboring property. The neighboring residence has well over a 30-foot
setback and the subject Lot Line Adjustment, therefore, has no effect on the
neighboring property.
Mr. Gjolme said that the architectural style of the remodeled garage and the
addition provides aesthetically pleasing features and staff is in favor of it. It is
recommended by staff that the setback for the rear addition to the garage be
increased to five feet. Staff recommends approval of the request.
Vice Chairman Smith asked if the property has any code enforcement activity
associated with it.
Mr. Gjolme explained, “No.”
Vice Chairman Smith asked if the existing roof is coming off.
Mr. Gjolme indicated, “No.”
Chairman McConnell asked if the lot line were moved further if it would result in
further compliance.
Mr. Gjolme said that he believes that what was submitted by the applicant was
sufficient. Alignment of the property line with the wall and fence would make
sense and would achieve the onset of the original project from 2002.
The public hearing was opened for public comment.
Applicant, Mike Geragos spoke. He said he believed the design that is requested
would correct an unintentional situation. He indicated that it would not be
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visible and a fence and hedge would hide it. He would like to be sensitive to
aesthetics and felt that staff’s request to increase the setback for the addition
would not be the right way to go. He believed the proposed project is very
attractive.
Chairman McConnell asked about the addition being pushed further into the
yard.
Mr. Geragos said that the placement of the porch would result in a more open
design to the rear. When construction began, he felt that he should be
sensitive to the existing nature of the garage and should make it look like a
barn.
Chairman McConnell said that he is concerned about the garage’s proximity to
the north property line if the hedge was removed.
Mr. Geragos said that the applicant wished to bring the site into better
compliance.
Vice Chairman Smith asked if the area should be shifted down.
The applicant’s representative said that pinching the addition would not be
good.
Vice Chairman Smith asked if the roof was proposed over the existing.
The applicant’s representative said, “Yes.”
Chairman McConnell said that he is trying to avoid a new structure.
Vice Chairman Smith asked staff if another approval must be applied for if the
roof was removed. He is concerned that a guest house is being built.
The applicant’s representative said that they are trying to have fun with the
design.
Vice Chairman Smith asked what is proposed for the workshop area.
The applicant’s representative said that it would be an extension of the garage.
Vice Chairman Smith asked if it would be a woodshop.
The applicant’s representative said, “No.”
Jim Rothgeb spoke. He is the property owner. He said that he inherited a
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mess. He discovered issues during the course of the project’s construction. He
said that he gets along with his neighbor.
Susan Koleda stated that if the structure is rebuilt to meet required dimensions
and design criteria as shown, that the item would not need to come back to the
Commission as they could build to the exact specifications.
Commissioner Jain said that he is concerned about the setback.
Staff clarified this for Commissioner Jain.
The Public Hearing was closed.
Commissioner Jain said that he visited the site and looked at the subject
property from the neighbor’s property, with their permission. He did see that
the request would follow the same existing building lines. A reduced setback
seems logical. He said that he is not sure if continuing the same setback in the
rear is a good idea because it could become a safety issue. There is no good
access for the Fire Department.
Vice Chairman Smith said that he visited the site. He supports the Lot Line
Adjustment. He is in favor of expansion, but with a five-foot setback based on
staff’s recommendation. The expansion should not include any kitchen
equipment and should be conditioned as such. He does support the project.
Commissioner Hazen supports the project and likes it from an aesthetic
approach.
Chairman McConnell asked the Commissioners about the setback that they feel
would be acceptable and whether the lot line adjustment should be approved
first.
Chairman McConnell asked if the porch has posts and if the view would obstruct
the view of the pool.
Mr. Gjolme said that it would have no effect on the pool and that staff is not
concerned. It can be trimmed down.
Chairman McConnell asked if it could be a problem for the pool.
Mr. Gjolme said that it could be a hardship.
Chairman McConnell said that he visited the site and that he is not concerned
from an “area” perspective. He is concerned about how close it is to the
property line. He asked if the Deputy City Attorney believed that landscaping
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requirements could be made as a condition of the Lot Line Adjustment.
Deputy City Attorney Guerra said, “No,” it cannot since the landscaping is on
the adjacent lot.
Chairman McConnell said there is no room for new landscaping.
Mr. Gjolme said that he recommended a step back of 2’7”, not 5 feet from the
building.
Vice Chairman Smith questioned the measurement and staff confirmed, 2’7”
feet.
Commissioner Jain said that it could present a life safety concern and that 5
feet should be considered.
Chairman McConnell asked if this was ok with the applicant.
Deputy City Attorney, Guerra, asked if the Commission would like for this to be
a condition.
Mr. Gjolme said that it is a condition, five feet requirement for the addition to
the garage.
M/S/C – McConnell/Jain to approve the project with the five-foot setback
condition for the addition as well as a condition that stipulates that no kitchen
facilities would be placed within the addition to the garage. Approved 3-1.
Hazen voted no.
IX.

OTHER BUSINESS: There was none.

X.

REPORT OF DIRECTOR’S REVIEWS:

XI.

COMMENTS FROM THE COMMISSIONERS
The Commissioners discussed the upcoming League of California Cities Planning
Commission Conference in San Marco of which Commissioner Jain will attend
with Deputy Director Koleda.
Vice Chairman Smith asked if the City Council approved the Medical Marijuana
Ordinance and Deputy Director Koleda confirmed, “Yes,” it has.
Chairman McConnell asked about the update of the Zoning Code. The Deputy
Director explained that staff are currently reviewing it and suggesting changes.
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A final draft is slated to go before the Planning Commission and City Council this
Summer.
XII.

COMMENTS FROM THE DIRECTOR Deputy Director Koleda discussed
the upcoming League of California Cities Conference and invited interested
Commissioners to attend. Ms. Koleda also reminded all about the upcoming
Special Planning Commission meeting scheduled for February 8, 2016 at 6:00
p.m. There may be a Closed Session scheduled on that day as well. Ms. Koleda
mentioned a Climate Action Plan (CAP) meeting is scheduled for February 11,
2016 should any Commissioners wish to attend as a private resident.

XIII. ADJOURNMENT The meeting was adjourned at 8:05 p.m.
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